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Introduction
The Effect of Coronavirus on Life Insurance
Life insurance carriers have weathered world wars, recessions, a depression, and
past pandemics. But none of us have seen anything like what we see now.
The coronavirus pandemic should not damage the financial stability of life
insurance carriers. If your carrier was healthy before the virus, they should be stable
after the virus. But the pandemic and the lengthy low interest rate environment we
are enduring has already influenced pricing and product availability on some policy
types. More critical for Trustees managing a life insurance portfolio, these events
may negatively affect the performance of permanent policies going forward.
The virus has necessitated some changes in the way life insurance is sold - mainly
speeding up the introduction of underwriting processes that were already in place.
These changes may make it easier to obtain life insurance - a plus for society. But
it has created some limitations.
For those of us dealing with life insurance, it is essential to understand how the
underlying economic events shape life insurance purchase, performance, and
management, to help our Clients maximize the value of a policy.

While the coronavirus epidemic may not affect the stability
of life insurance carriers, it has already affected new policy
sales and will affect the management of life insurance in
the years ahead.
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New Policy Sales
Underwriting
Life insurance carriers exist to sell life
insurance. When faced with obstacles, they
pivot. The typical life insurance purchase
process could take months and include
a medical exam. A faster method, called
accelerated underwriting focuses on
information gathered from the medical
information bureau, prescription database,
and motor vehicle records, rather than a face
to face meeting. This process gained favor
during the crisis and may become even more
popular as we move forward. Carriers are
looking to create a more consumer-friendly,
less costly process.
For now, the process is typically limited to
those under age 60 who are healthier, and
purchasing amounts up to $1 million. But
even on older age insureds and higher face
amounts, the use of online information gathering will shorten the process in
many cases.
The pandemic caused carriers to limit applications on ages 70 and up, even
postponing policy placement on some already in underwriting. Travel is being
reviewed carefully, especially for those who have visited destinations with warnings
from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).

The coronavirus epidemic may increase the use of accelerated
underwriting techniques designed to use online and database
resources to speed up the underwriting process.
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Product Changes
The virus has already caused changes in the marketplace. Some policies have been
pulled as carriers re-adjust their products to the new environment.
Price increases have occurred, primarily in those products with guarantees –
especially death benefit guarantees. These products do not allow carriers to adjust
pricing in the future, and they raise reserve requirements that also increase costs.
The extent of the pricing changes will depend on the length of the low rate
environment. We are 12 years out from the last economic crisis and were just
beginning a turnaround in rates when the virus hit and rates dropped again. It may
take many years to get fixed rates in the 4-5% range, as they were in 2007. Some
believe low rates are the new normal. If true, we can expect pricing changes to
persist into the future.

Pricing changes driven by the low rate environment
will be a part of the life insurance landscape.
How long remains to be seen.
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Background
The coronavirus pandemic came at the end of a period of historic low interest
rates.
To combat the economic downturn of 2008, the Federal Reserve pushed rates
down to unprecedented lows in the US.

Life insurance and the insurance industry, in general, is negatively affected by low
rates. Insurance carriers invest the bulk of their money in fixed vehicles. The current
rate environment has been so detrimental to the industry that in 2015, Larry Fink,
CEO of BlackRock, Inc., the world’s largest asset manager and the biggest investor
in insurance, said, “persistent low rates” were “destroying the viability of insurance
companies.” In 2016, Evan Greenberg, the head of Chubb, the world’s largest
publicly traded insurer, remarked that “the current environment is unsustainable
over any reasonable period of time,” with many companies “losing money” now,
and others who “will lose money in the future.” Federal Reserve rates recovered
slightly in 2019, but since have dropped effectively to zero (.25%).
This “new normal” creates a challenging environment for those managing life
insurance portfolios. On the following pages, we will review each permanent policy
type and provide guidance for managing policies going forward.

Today, across the globe, fixed interest rates are at their
lowest point in history.
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Ongoing Policy Management
Whole Life (WL) Insurance
Whole life dividends have been on a downward trend for 30 years. The factor
that most affects the dividend is the investment return. Since a large portion
of the investment in a whole life policy is in high-grade bonds and other fixed
instruments, the performance of Moody’s Aaa Corporate Bond Index is often used
as a proxy for dividends. Dividends run a bit higher than the index but rise and
fall along with it. The chart below tracks the dividend rates of the 14 top whole
life carriers against the Moody’s Index, which currently stands at or near its lowest
point ever.

Managing WL Policies
• Review policies annually and track against past expectations.
• Be aware of policies with a term component. If the term portion is not
converted, term costs can become cost-prohibitive. If dividends are insufficient
to carry the cost of the term component, that portion of the death benefit can
drop off, or policy costs will increase dramatically.
• Closely monitor policies with loans. An automatic premium loan (APL) squeeze
can occur when the loan equals or exceeds the cash value of the policy, causing
the policy to lapse, possibly creating a taxable event.
• If a Client needs to skip a premium payment, review automatic premium loan
(APL) and dividend payment options with the carrier.
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Current Assumption Universal Life (CAUL) Insurance
Created in the early ’80s during a period of high inflation, the policies are
illustrated assuming the rates currently credited to the policy. Original contracts
projected crediting rates of 11-12% – in a fixed product. This early projection did
not hold up, as shown by the chart below, which tracks actual rates paid on a
policy issued in 1986. Like whole life dividends, crediting rates have slid over the 30
plus years. Today they are at their lowest point, and policies, especially older ones,
are stressed. The chart below shows the drop in crediting rates for a CAUL policy
issued in 1986.

Managing CAUL Policies
• Review policies annually, re-projecting premium needed to reach trust goals.
• Cost of insurance (COI) increases, most prevalent in CAUL policies, are doubling
or tripling costs overnight. Be prepared to develop options. If insured(s) are still
healthy, include a review of new policy options in the marketplace.
• CAUL policies (without a secondary death benefit guarantee) are flexible
premium products. Clients can skip a premium; however, a re-projection should
occur to document outcome for the file.
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Guaranteed Universal Life (GUL) Insurance
Created to take market risk out of the purchase of life insurance, these policies
have a death benefit guarantee as long as a stated premium is paid in full and
on time.
Unlike other universal life policies, these policies do not have premium flexibility
and do not develop significant cash values. For a Trustee, the focus is squarely on
timely premium payments.

Managing GUL Policies
• Review policies annually to ensure that death benefit guarantees are still intact.
• Send gift request letters out sooner than usual to give Grantors ample time to
react.
• If Grantor cannot pay stated premium in full, contact carrier for options, perhaps
paying quarterly or monthly premium until cash flow improves.
• If death benefit need has dropped, review costs to fund a smaller death benefit.
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Variable Universal Life (VUL) Insurance
Created to take advantage of the potential for higher returns in the equity
markets, these policies allow the policy owner to select the cash value investments.
Separate accounts funding the policy include equity investments that can have
volatile and even negative returns.

Managing VUL Policies
• Review all policies now for the effect of the market downturn, especially those
with low cash values.
• Review policies annually to ensure that cash value is on track. Suggest using 6%
and 8% as maximum returns for policies heavily weighted in equities and adjust
downward for policies tilted more toward fixed investment.
• Develop an age-appropriate asset allocation and adjust over time.
• Review fixed account options for older aged insureds. Some policies have
guaranteed fixed account rates, which can reach 4% or more.
• Allocate sufficient funds in fixed or stable account to pay policy costs so
separate account “shares” are not sold to pay costs when their value drops.
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(Equity) Index Universal Life (IUL) Insurance
Created to provide a portion of the higher returns of equity markets, these policies
have a floor (0%) to limit downside and a cap to limit upside. While they are tied
to an equity index, they are more akin to CAUL policies, as approximately 95% of
the premium goes to the company’s general account, with the balance going to
purchase options on the index chosen.

Managing IUL Policies
• Low interest rates and market volatility have negatively affected these policies in
the last few years.
• Past policies have been sold at assumed rates of 8% or more, which will more
than likely not be achieved.
• While a higher rate can be also be shown, it is suggested that at least one
illustration be reviewed at no higher than 5%, as this may be more in line with
reality.
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A Note About Policy Illustrations and Assumptions
While life insurance illustrations are one of the only methods we have for tracking
policy performance, they are, at best, a guide. Illustrations are not the policy
contract; they are simply hypothetical projections of what could occur in a policy.
The numbers shown in an illustration will not happen. There are several obvious
(and not so obvious) reasons for this.
• A life insurance illustration is a linear projection in a non-linear financial world.
The projected rate of return – whether a dividend, crediting rate, or rate of
return in a portfolio of separate accounts – is projected as a constant number
over the life of the insured. Fixed rates may move slowly up and down, equity
returns will gyrate, but none stay constant year to year.
• Some policy illustrations can include non-guaranteed interest bonuses and
multipliers that might not be readily seen in an illustration, but will dramatically
affect the projected outcome.
• Rates projected on cash value growth have often been too optimistic. Whole life
and current assumption universal life policies are projected using the current
dividend and crediting rates being paid at that time, which may or may not
occur. Crediting rates and rates of return shown for IUL and VUL policies can be
chosen by the policy owner, and assuming a rate that is too high can leave a
Client disappointed.

VUL and IUL policies allow the Trustee to choose the illustrated
return shown in the illustration. Be conservative. It is better to
fund a policy assuming a lower rate and hope for a higher rate.
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The One Thing Every Trustee Can Do to Minimize Liability
When managing life insurance, the two easiest ways to limit your liability and
increase customer service are communication and documentation.
Both should start from the beginning – when a policy is accepted.
You were probably not there at the sales table when the policy was sold, but you
still have a duty to understand the policy – and ensure that it is the right policy for
your Client. It will head off issues in the future if you do.

When a policy comes in, make sure you and the Grantor have the same
understanding about the policy and document it for the file.

Steps to Take:
1. Review the policy sales illustration.
a. Are the rates of return assumed
reasonable?
b. Is the policy to be paid for over
the insured’s lifetime or a shorter
period.
c. Are there non-guaranteed bonuses
or multipliers in the illustration?
d. Does the illustration show the
policy running to maturity or a
shorter duration? If it does not run
to maturity, what would be the
cost to keep the policy in force if it
reached a lapse point?
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2. Understand the policy.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Do you understand the policy mechanics?
Does the policy have death benefit guarantees?
Does the policy have a required or flexible premium?
What happens at policy maturity?
Are there any policy caveats, riders, or nuances that should be noted? All
policies have unique characteristics that should be recorded after a thorough
review of the policy contract.
f. Is the carrier a highly rated company?
3. Make the Grantor aware of their responsibilities:
a. Prompt response to gift notices by mailing gift at least 30 days before policy
premium due date.
b. Alerting you to any changes in goals that would affect the amount and
purpose of the death benefit or any changes in health that could affect policy
management.
c. Informing you of any changes in their financial situation that would affect the
ability to pay future premiums as soon as issues arise.
d. Providing you with contact updates for Grantor or any Beneficiaries within 30
days of contact changes.
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Do not be afraid to use language with the Grantor that lays out their
responsibilities clearly if the policy type warrants it. For example, if you onboard a
policy that has a required premium to maintain a guaranteed death benefit, you
might write something like:
“The asset in the trust requires timely premium payment in full
to maintain the death benefit guarantee. The Trustee will not be
responsible for the loss of death benefit guarantees caused by late
or inadequate gifting to the trust.”

You should address any potential future issues as soon
as the policy comes into your trust.
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Is There a Best Life Insurance Policy?
The answer is no – there is no one best policy for everyone, but there is a best
policy for your Client. You do not need to be an expert in life insurance to help
your Client decide on the right policy for them; just match their specific needs, risk
tolerance and cash flow capabilities to the correct policy type.
The decision process is driven by matching policy characteristics to your Client’s
circumstances. Let us start by listing the four most essential policy characteristics
to review with your Client. For each feature, I will give some background and some
questions to ask your Client.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Premium flexibility
Investment risk
Cash value growth
Death benefit guarantee

Selecting the best policy means matching policy characteristics
to your Client’s personal and financial situation.
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01

Premium Flexibility

In general, as policy death benefit guarantees increase, premium
payment flexibility decreases. As you walk through the decision-making
process with your Client, you have to balance their needs and wants with their
capabilities.
Questions to Ask:
• What is the current cash flow situation?
»» Is your Client comfortable they will have the cash necessary to fund the policy
every year? If not, a policy with a required premium is not a good fit.
»» Do they need the ability to lower premium payments in some years or even
skip premium payments? A flexible premium universal life chassis would allow
them to do that.
• Will there be a change in the cash flow in the coming years that will affect the
ability to pay the premium?
»» Is there a liquidity event that will enable your Client to pay more into the
policy? Universal life chassis policies, with or without guarantees, allow for this.
»» Will they be able to maintain the current policy premium into their retirement
years? Most policies have a short pay option, allowing your Client to frontload the policy premium, so funding requirements stop before entering the
retirement years when cash might be tighter.

Ensuring a Grantor can fund a policy with required
premium is essential to mitigate future liability.
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02

Investment Risk

All things constant, in a universal chassis policy without a death benefit
guarantee, the higher the rate of return shown, the lower the projected
premium needed to carry the policy. Since equity investments historically have
provided a higher return than fixed products, variable universal life policies can
often be projected to show a lower premium need than a current assumption
policy.
A guaranteed universal life policy takes market risk out of the equation, but at a
fixed premium cost that might be higher. Because permanent life insurance is a
lifetime product, a discussion of your Client’s long-term risk profile is important.
You do not want your Client to be adapting to market changes by replacing their
existing policy with the “flavor of the month” product. You want them to purchase
a policy that fits for them – long-term – and their investment risk profile is an
essential part of the policy selection process.
Questions to Ask:
• What is the investment risk tolerance of your Client?
»» Are they comfortable in an equity investment that would mean more risk,
with the hope for higher returns? Do they think it is worth the risk to lower
the premium costs of the policy by attempting to generate a higher return in
the policy? If so, a VUL policy weighted in equities separate accounts might be
appropriate.
»» Would a policy with no investment risk be most appropriate? Would they
trade premium flexibility for a policy that would take the market risk out of life
insurance? If so, a GUL policy fits.
• Would they want some death benefit guarantees but still provide for the
possible upside of a higher return?
»» There are policies in the market (VUL and IUL) that come with a death benefit
guarantee (with required premium) but allow your Client to participate in the
upside of the equity market.
Match Client risk tolerance to the policy chosen.
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03

Cash Value Growth

For estate planning, where cash value growth is typically not as important
as the rate of return on the death benefit provided, a policy with high
cash value is not as valued. However, even with a trust-owned policy, cash value
offers flexibility, allowing the trust to pay out cash to beneficiaries prior to death, or
if a more efficient policy is found, used to jumpstart the new policy.
Discussing policy cash value potential and trust liquidity needs has to be a part of
the policy purchase discussion.
Questions to Ask:
• Does your Client have a need for significant cash value, for example, to pay out
income from a trust-owned policy or to fund retirement or some other financial
goal?
»» Whole life, VUL, or IUL policies can generate significant cash value and should
be considered.
• Does your Client want to have cash to jumpstart a new policy in the future if a
more appropriate policy comes along? Is there a chance that the policy will be
surrendered in the future for its net cash value?
»» A GUL policy will have minimal cash value, and in the later years, it will
probably have no cash value, yielding nothing for your Client, if surrendered.

Cash value may or may not be important in a trust
owned policy – but a Trustee can help the Client make
that determination.
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04

Death Benefit Guarantees

GUL policies offer a guaranteed death benefit for a fixed premium. Other
universal life policies typically do not have death benefit guarantees.
Because of policy performance issues, death benefit guarantees may become an
important discussion point for your Clients obtaining new coverage.
Questions to Ask:
• Is a death benefit guarantee
essential and worth the additional
cost typically charged?
»» The ability to guarantee the
death benefit no matter what
happens in the marketplace can
bring a feeling of comfort to
your Clients and minimize future
policy performance issues, a plus,
especially if you are a trustee.
• Would a policy with a limited death
benefit guarantee be enough, or
does the guarantee need to be for the life of the insured?
»» Policy guarantees need not be for life. Some policies have limited guarantees
that may carry the policy to life expectancy or some other age.
• Is your Client comfortable with a policy that has no death benefit guarantees?
»» Every universal life policy without a guarantee has a maximum cost of
insurance (COI) charge that can be deducted from the policy. Cost of insurance
increases over the last few years have mainly hit CAUL policies because of the
low interest rate environment. Will these cost increases continue, and will they
spread to other policy types? Nobody can say for sure. Your Client should be
aware they could occur in the future.
Death benefit guarantees can be a comforting factor
for Clients looking for security.
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Other Considerations When Purchasing a Policy
While the characteristics of the particular policy chosen should be your main focus
when acquiring a policy, there are other considerations that should be reviewed.
• Long-term care benefits: Some policies can provide long-term care benefits.
The benefit takes many forms, but in general, a portion of the policy death
benefit is paid out during the insured’s lifetime to pay for long-term care,
which lowers the eventual proceeds paid at death. It may take the form of an
accelerated death benefit or critical illness rider, while other policies may have
different designs.
• Policy riders: Riders can be a worthwhile addition to a policy. Contractual
language is important and should be reviewed prior to policy purchase. Here
are two riders worthy of consideration for your Clients:
• Waiver of premium: If your Client becomes disabled, the policy premiums will
continue to be credited to the policy.
• Policy split: Allows a survivorship policy to be split into two single life policies if
a specific event such as a divorce or change in the estate tax laws occurs.
• Carrier ratings: There are four ratings agencies that track the financial health
and claims-paying abilities of carriers: AM Best, Fitch, Moody’s, and Standard
and Poor’s. In addition, the Comdex score is a ranking based on the average of
the different rating agencies and is based on a 1 to 100 ranking. Obtaining a
policy with long term strength is an important consideration.
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One Issue to Look for Soon
Requests for Policy Surrender or Policy Modifications
Changes in the estate tax laws and Client goals mean that going forward, you may
see an increase in Clients asking to modify the asset in their life insurance trust.
We already see this in the marketplace.
For a Trustee, this means your job is just starting. You cannot merely surrender or
modify a policy without reviewing all options. But how do you do that? If a Grantor
comes to you and says they are no longer going to fund their trust, you review
these seven options to help fulfill your fiduciary duty.
Option 1: Leaving the full policy death benefit in place.
Contact the carrier to get an in-force ledger showing the outcome if the full death
benefit is maintained, but no premium is paid. The policy will probably require
additional premium to keep in force for an extended period. You should also ask
for a projection calculating the minimal amount necessary to keep the policy in
force.
Option 2: Reducing the death benefit
Most existing life insurance policies will not run
to maturity, or even life expectancy, without
additional premium, but reducing the death
benefit may allow it. Obtain in-force ledgers from
the carrier showing the maximum reduced death
benefit that allows the policy to run to maturity
(or to a particular age), assuming no further
premium is paid into the policy. Note that with
whole life or guaranteed universal life policies
you can guarantee the outcome; however, with
other policy types, the outcome may depend on
actual policy performance.
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Option 3: Surrender the policy
While listed as the third option, surrendering the policy for its net cash value is
often the first choice for a policyholder, but that is unfortunate. Usually, much more
can be gained from a policy than merely handing it back to the carrier. However,
as part of your review, you should analyze the after-tax benefits of surrendering a
policy. The amount received above the policy costs basis (usually just the premium
paid) will be taxable at ordinary tax rates. Calculate the tax cost before moving
ahead, so the Grantor has no surprises.
Option 4: Exchange the policy for a more efficient one.
While some people may be looking to exit their policy, some may just be looking
for a better deal. Whether the policy is to be funded going forward or not, a better
product in the market may make the asset more efficient. This option is typically
open to only those who have not suffered a health setback since the existing
policy was taken out. For those who have retained their health – or maybe even –
overlooked. The article noted at the bottom of this page recounts a 72 years old
couple who upgraded their policy to one that created more value benefits for
less cost.

For an article outlining these seven steps in detail go to
https://YourLifeInsuranceSolution.com/Articles/
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Option 5: Exchange the policy for one that provides other benefits
One of the top fears of your Clients is being a burden to their children. Life
insurance policies today can provide long term care benefits that can help to
alleviate that fear. Beneficiaries of the trust are often the ones that would be
affected, and the use of a TOLI policy to protect assets during a Grantor’s lifetime
may be a welcome solution.
Option 6: Sell the policy in the life settlement market.
While some Clients may not wish to sell their policy, a Trustee needs to review
the option. A life settlement can often bring much more value to the trust than
surrendering the policy back to the carrier. Work with a life insurance Advisor
who can not only analyze the life settlement offer but all of the options that you
review. The Advisor will work with a life settlement Broker who has a fiduciary duty
to maximize the value of the policy for your Grantor. The transaction is potentially
taxable, so make sure that all tax ramifications are analyzed as part of your review.

To learn more about Life Settlements,
attend the ITM 21st University session on June 10th.
Go to www.ITM21st.com/Education to sign up.
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Option 7: Maximize the tax advantages of the policy
Even after reviewing all of the options listed, you may find that the best option is
to surrender the policy or allow it to lapse. The policy has another benefit besides
cash value – it’s cost basis. And that cost basis can be utilized.
The IRS allows you to exchange the cash value of a life policy into another life
policy or annuity tax-free. The exchange also carriers over the cost basis of the
existing policy. Rather than surrender or lapse a policy, you can 1035 Exchange the
policy values into an annuity, to create a more efficient investment vehicle.
Example: Assume your Client has funded a current assumption universal life
policy over 25 years at $10,000 per year ($250,000 cost basis) and the policy
today has $10,000 in cash value. If the policy were surrendered and the cash
value was placed into an annuity, the cost basis that transferred over would
be $10,000. However, if the policy were transferred via a 1035 Exchange,
the cost basis that transferred over would be $250,000, which shelters an
additional $240,000 from future taxation.

Make sure you are maximizing all of your Client’s benefits in their policy – including
cost basis.

A Trustee’s duty is to maximize the value
of their Client’s life insurance.
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